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Afk arena guide

THE AFC Arena is a game that pretty much revolves around waiting. Many of your resources will come passively, collecting AFK awards and completing campaign chapters. I will go for all the common things you need to know in order to manage your resources properly so that you can progress faster. COLLECT RESOURCES 1. Complete all daily tasks (and weekly) 2. Log in
every 12 hours to collect AFK Rewards 3. Sending heroes to Bounty Council Missions 4. Participate in the Hunting Guild 5. Send Companion Points to your friends 6. Complete all stages of Arkane Maze 7. Retire Common Heroes on Ricketi Cart 8. Progress in campaign 9. Progress in Royal Tower 10. Full Peaks of Time stages MANAGING RESOURCES Knowing where to
collect resources and use them effectively is extremely important. You don't want to waste unnecessary resources by being hasty and wanting something now and ending up spending on things that you can wait a bit. Diamonds They are used to call as well as other things such as buying gear, dumping a hero or shop times, just to name a few. Most of the time, you want to spend
your diamonds to challenge as you always have to climb heroes to make them stronger. You have to go for the Summon 10 option when trying to recruit new heroes because you will get a discount. Don't be impatient and call with one pull because it will hurt you in the long run! EXPERIENCE Most of the hero EXP you get throughout your game time will come from the AFK
Awards. It's a 12 hour cover, so you need to log in and collect it every 12 hours to maximize your potential. The most important thing you need to know about spending your experience: LEVEL ONLY 5 HEROES! Many players make the mistake of spending their exp. to align all their heroes, and as a result, they slow down their progress significantly. You only have to align your 5
main characters (those that have the highest climb) and put the rest in Resonate Crystal. When you add a hero to The Crystal Resonates, he will instantly be of the same level as the lowest-level hero on the pentagram. From experience, the level of your entire team will evenly make the fight go more consistently as the peak of the damage you take will be so bad, but it also limits
your own crude damage without over-level your carry. Gold Everything you do in this game rewards you with gold. Because of this, it is likely that you don't even farm before you notice that you have millions of this currency, which is great because you will burn through it while updating the characters at the highest level and charming gear. The most important advice I can give you
about the costs of your gold: NOT SPEND GOLD to MAX GEAR, that's not MIMIC! A lot of players, myself included, made a mistake, Lots of gold on maxing out the legendary and even epic tackle. You don't have to Gear below is mythical as it is a golden shell. You will need all the gold you can get late games to upgrade your mythical gear by leveling up your heroes and buying
daily items from the store. If you have to enhance gear because you are stuck at the level, you should only raise it to 2/3 star max, since the cost is not as drastic. If you have gold, you can try betting in Battle Wagers or complete Peaks time. HERO ESSENCE When you level your hero on different levels, you will need the essence of the hero to pass that cover. This cover also
indicates that you can unlock or upgrade your character's skill. To get the ascending hero to 240 will require a total of 118,100 hero essence. You will also need more character essence when further upgrading their past 240 using resonating crystal. Hero Essence is the biggest road block end of the game, besides getting copies for climbing. You need an insane amount of
essence to level out and the game just doesn't give you enough. You will often find yourself waiting weeks just for a level if you are not planning in advance. BUY ESSENCE WITH GOLD DAILY! I can't stress that enough. It is very important to buy it every day. It doesn't matter what you don't need right now, you'll regret not buying it later. A quick tip: Hourglass you will get a lot of
hourglass, doing quests and completing the Arcane Maze. Most players get impatient and open them right away. You have to hold on to them until you absolutely need them because they give more resources based on your progress in the campaign. HERO COINS You get a hero coin by retiring common heroes on the Ricketi basket. The barracks stock rare and elite Soulstones,
and specific heroes. Items require hero coins to buy them. This store folds once a month, and the available characters never change, they just fold. SPEND HERO COINS ON THE ELITE SOULSTONES! Hero coins take some time to farm up. You have to save them until you have enough to buy 60 elite Soulstones that reward you with a random elite hero. This is the best option
available in the store and you should take advantage of it whenever you get the chance. LABYRINTH TOKENS Labyrinth tokens are available at the Arkan Labyrinth. Maze Shop contains items that require a maze of tokens to buy them. The store restocks every month. SPEND LAB TOKENS ON ELITE HEROES! If you buy anything other than elite heroes you are hurting your
progress dramatically. These heroes are a guaranteed way to climb as they are the same every month. No RNG, only agriculture. The best way to progress is how to play freely to enough copies of Shemir to get her Ascended, then Nemora, Hasos and finally Estrilda. GUILD COINS Can be purchased through attempts by guild bosses. The guild stores only stocks of equipment,
and requires a coin guild to purchase items. It is the best source of equipment in the game, as Completely free and easy to get. SPEND GUILD COINS ON MYTHICAL GEAR! The mythical tackle will be bought from the guild shop after the player beat Chapter 12 - Stage 2 of the campaign. The mythical outfit is a huge increase in power compared to the legendary equipment. You
have to keep your coins while you unlock the mythical gear in the store. It is considered a waste of resources to spend guild coins on anything other than mythical gear, because you will have enough legendary and epic gear from the afk award. CHALLENGER STORE This store only stocks specific elite heroes. This requires a currency that can only be obtained by playing in the
Legends Candidates Tournament. Heroes available for purchase never change. You get a fixed amount of currency per hour depending on your rank. It takes a long time to purchase currency so choose wisely. If you want to play the game for a long time, Athalia is the best investment. RISING HEROES - GENERAL TIP 1. NEVER DO ASCENDED TIER HEROES ASS ANY - no
matter how tempting it may be, don't do it! You give until the end of the game progression for a temporary boost. You need as many ascending heroes as possible to align your resonating crystal and increase the cover level above 240. 2. Don't rise up the legendary hero if you don't have enough copies to make him legendary right away. If you climb too many heroes to the
legendary you will run out of poop and you will get stuck for a long time. The reason is that you don't know for sure when you're going to pull two more copies of this hero (maybe a week, maybe a year). You will depend too much on RNG and get frustrated when you don't get the hero you need. 3. Use the wish list to increase your chances of getting a particular hero. 4. If you
make a mistake, you can return the hero to the Basket Rickety for 500 diamonds. You will get an elite copy of this hero and enough poop to climb on them. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Together, Rulis and May at the AFK Arena DiscordWelcome, Adventurer! This guide serves as a starting guide for AFK Arena to help you on your
journey and hopefully keep you from making mistakes that hinder your progress. If you do your best to follow this guide, you can climb to become the great adventurer everyone is looking up to! Global chat is your ally! If you have any doubts about your progress in the game or just need a few quick pointers, a global chat is here to help! Many players are available in global chat
channels, and most are open to assisting new players in any way they can. In mind that sometimes, other players are also not so knowledgeable at the AFK Arena and can give you incorrect or questionable advice. Ask for a few answers and opinions in case! The best methods to start the game! Like many other games, mobile games in particular, AFK Arena provides you with a
free casual elite hero to complete (Chapter 1). This hero is guaranteed to be the Rising Level Hero (click here for Ascension information) that will assist in your adventure. e you start to feel unhappy about your hero selection, you can always start on a new server until you get the hero (es) you want. Here are some common heroes to be on the lookout for when running: Reliable
HeroesChemira/Hasos - Both heroes have high AoE (effect area) damage and life leeches to provide more support. These characters are also bought at the Arcane Labyrinth store for 45,000 coins. Saveas - Perhaps one of the best heroes to start with as damage bear and keeps strong until chapter 15 where it can be used as a material to climb the hero's mauler. He is also a
legendary level hero, so he is sure to be common in your hero's challenge. Arden is another legendary hero. He has the ability to eradicate the hero down and useful right up to Chapter 24. As he rises and evens up, he gains power to eradicate the three heroes directly, which is quite useful with enemies consisting of high crowd control and damage. Good to get HeroesBrutus -
Brutus applauded for his last-gasp ability, which allows the immunity that keeps him alive for a few more seconds to inflict more damage and protect his teammates by soaking up enemy damage. Kaz is a key attribute of Kaz in that it has a high Dodge, which allows it to evade enemy attacks and damage. Nemora - Full team heals and charms, it's got it all! A great addition to your
team and available through the Maze Store. Heroes do not focus on the early Isabella, Vurka, Grejula, Ulmus, Estrilde, Thanh, etc. These heroes are not bad, far from it, they are just not worth your time and effort early on. Ascension BasicsFirst away, not all the heroes in the game can go to the Rising Level. Legendary Level Capped
HeroesAngeloAnkhiraArdenNiruHoganGolusIraSilvinaMiraelSaveasOgiVedanMorvus AFK Arena Review - Exciting adventure world awaits What is this game? What makes it different? Why would I read AFK Arena guidebooks? We are sure that most of us love to play mobile games. We all have different mobile games on our phone that we play whenever we get time. Many of us
should have a PlayStation or X-Box as well. The fascination with virtual games has been going on for a long time. Not only is it there without a generation, but older people also love to play virtual games. Because of our busy life schedule, we are all unlikely to get any time to play these games. These games addicted as well, so once you start playing them, you wouldn't want to go
back to sleep or any other work until you finish it completely or clear all the stages. But because of this dependency and the level of the level These games require many of us to refuse to play and invest our time in the game these gamesA battle in AFK Arena Even games these days as opposed to games like the old days with some limited stages. In games of this era, there are
many stages in the game. Soon, when we are busy in our lives, we somehow aside from this zone of play, since to devote so much time sitting in one place is not possible. But now it can be done and all thanks to the move to the mobile industry. As the mobile industry has brought some really interesting and impressive games with some new titles. If you've played in AFK Arena,
you'll know that this is the new name of the famous and well-known game developer Lilith Games. There are many other popular games also associated with it, like The Uprising of the Kingdoms, Soul Hunters, The Art of Conquest, and many others. The recent gameplay of them runs on automated gameplay where there is a system that will continue to play for you even if you are
offline. AFK Arena Guide: Fast LookThe Esperia World You can all get from the title of the game itself that it is an automated game. It's not like any other normal game. AFK Arena has the beautiful land of Esperia, which is very rich in both natural wonders and resources. Shortly after the start, the Hypogeans are haunting the land of Esperia. These are evil forces that bring
destruction wherever they come to earth. But thanks to the Goddess, thanks to which the people of Esperia was able to fight back evil forces. The goddess divided her power between various objects before leaving. Now, the people of Esperia, who have been Esperia's faithful guardian by now, will have to take care of him. Now you need to get together and bring your troops
together as the Hypogeans are back. March through the land of Esperia with your troops and fight the Hypogeans to bring the world back into the world. The way the AFC Arena was presented is very cool and simple. The slideshows used in the game are of high quality. You will also notice at some stages that there are some small text boxes that look very cool. The artistic style
and Western drawing techniques used in the game are a good combination. This is one of the most recommended games because of its design, it is a simple but wonderful to watch and respond user interface. Instant guide to AFK Arena GameplayAFK Arena games work in real-time combat just like RPG. During the battle against the enemy squad, your team's attacking side will
work automatically. You'll see two bars with your characters, one representing their HP and the other representing Ultimate Meter. As soon as the fight starts and your characters start attacking, Ultimate Bar will begin to fill up. Once it's fully filled, you can on symbols portraits portraits and use your shocking skills that will make the fight interesting. You can easily assign skills using
our Keymapping tool, keyboard or mouse. If you are not very aware of this skill, you can check out the AFK Arena BlueStacks Use Guide. These skills that you assign to a keyboard or mouse are very useful, but they can vary from one hero to another, however, they will be very shocking for the enemy squad. From the facts above, it is obvious that this is one of the best games to
play and enjoy. However, to make sure that you have the best experience is recommended to play automatically. Once the automatic mode is on, you'll be able to easily clear the stages and defeat the enemies, up and down the way. However, don't forget success largely depends on how you practice playing the game. As you can see in any AFK Arena guide, you've got five
heroes assigned, three of whom are assigned to the front in one block, and the other two are in the second block, placed back. Note that the placement of heroes plays an important role, because it will not only allow you to offend, but also to bring out one of the best defensive strategies. Once the formation is done properly, the next thing you need to work on is building a good
team. A good team consists of good fighters and defenders who can follow the enemies and prevent them from coming to your side of the battlefield. Another amazing feature that is worth applying during the game is the hero of the test. You can get into the hero's gallery, and try the heroes even if it's blocked or unlocked. This will help you choose a player to get on the battlefield
and give your enemies stiff competition. This tool is really one of the most amazing features of the game after all it will help you plan and make your move the most intelligent and diligent. Final WordsWell, by now you may have got a complete idea of how interesting the game is. So what are you waiting for? Get your game now, read our AFK Arena guides and have the best
gameplay experience. Gameplay. afk arena guide 2020. afk arena guide reddit. afk arena guide beginner. afk arena guide peaks of time. afk arena guide tier list. afk arena guide the divine realm. afk arena guide the ancient ruins. afk arena guide codes
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